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Dear Friends of WWF Nepal,

We’re pleased to present you with a fresh issue of Inside the Himalayas. 

While the past two years have been difficult, I am proud and pleased to say 
resilience and adaptability demonstrated by the Government of Nepal, local 
communities, conservation fraternity and our staff have delivered conservation 
results in such trying times. 

While operating in an ongoing covid context has been challenging for many 
globally, it has also provided us with the opportunity to look back and 
retrospect on our conservation journey, which is why we begin with a brief 
glimpse into Nepal’s conservation history and the legacy left behind by our 
conservation leaders. In this issue we present stories from the field that 
showcase our achievements and challenges, as well as some of the difficult 
working conditions and geographic terrains that conservation necessitates.

This year, we continue with our dual print editions of Inside the Himalayas 
and the Annual Report, in a bid to bring Nepal’s conservation stories to the 
forefront and on the tables of our donors, partners, and supporters. Inside 
the Himalayas, WWF Nepal’s quarterly newsletter, is a celebration of success, 
learnings and impact from our conservation landscapes made possible 
by our partnership with the government, conservation agencies and local 
communities. 

We hope you enjoy this edition of Inside the Himalayas. Thank you all, for your 
continued support.

Ghana S. Gurung, PhD
Country  Representative
Snow Leopard Champion, WWF Network
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REMEMBERING NEPAL’S 
CONSERVATION HEROES
How a new generation of Nepali conservationists were inspired by the 
pioneering work of those who died on 23 September 2006

Ghana S.Gurung - PhD, Country Representative, WWF Nepal

The model of participatory conservation pioneered 
in Nepal was an example to the world, but could the 

path-breaking work of these visionaries be sustained?

It was 22nd September 2006, in Taplejung. We’d been singing and dancing to the 
tune of Sorha Barse Umera Ma. It was my conservation guru Chandra Gurung’s 

favourite song, and one he sang during many occasions. 

That song still brings back memories of the night 15 years ago as I sing it in every 
staff retreat to pay tribute to my mentor. The pain of loss is still palpable.

We celebrated, but it was short-lived. Little did I know that 24 hours later I would be 
hiking all night with Ang Phuri Sherpa and a rescue team to Ghunsa to find the crash 
site, after bad weather forced our search helicopter to drop us in Pholey. 

It had been rainy in Ghunsa on 23 September 2006, as the Mi-8 helicopter took off 
and disappeared into the clouds. I was supposed to be on it but had to make space 
for the dignitaries who had come for the handover ceremony of the Kangchenjunga 
Conservation Area (KCA) to the community.  

Twenty-four people died in that tragedy 15 years ago, among them Nepal’s 
conservation heroes: Harka Gurung, veteran geographer and planner; Chandra 
Gurung who designed the model of using tourism income to pay for 
conservation; Mingma Norbu Sherpa, who helped establish the Annapurna 
Conservation Area; Tirthman Maskey, who paved the way for people and parks 
to coexist. Nepal also lost Forest Minister Gopal Rai, Secretary Damodar Parajuli, 
and Director Generals Sharad K Rai and Narayan P Paudel. Also on board was the 
first Chair of the KCA Management Committee, Dawa Tshering Sherpa among 
many others.

The shock of the deaths posed a pressing question: were Nepal’s achievements in 
conservation now in jeopardy? The model of participatory conservation pioneered 
in Nepal was an example to the world, but could the path-breaking work of these 
visionaries be sustained?

Fifteen years on, looking at the accomplishments since, we can proudly say that 
the country has honoured those leading lights of Nepal’s conservation movement 
by carrying on their work, and come out even stronger. 

© WWF Nepal

http://archive.nepalitimes.com/news.php?id=12572
http://archive.nepalitimes.com/news.php?id=12581
https://www.nepalitimes.com/banner/municipalities-want-to-manage-annapurna/
https://www.nepalitimes.com/banner/municipalities-want-to-manage-annapurna/
http://archive.nepalitimes.com/news.php?id=10375
http://archive.nepalitimes.com/news.php?id=12574
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We have witnessed a remarkable shift in various facets of 
conservation in Nepal: from the recovery of species numbers, 
to the expansion of protected area systems and a growing 
participation of people from all walks of life. Nepal’s tiger 
population has crossed 235, indicating a dramatic increase 
from 121 in 2009. The number of rhinos increased from 435 in 
2008 to 752 in 2021, with zero poaching of rhinos celebrated 
on seven occasions since 2011. Snow leopard conservation 
and research has advanced, with Nepal now holding the fifth 
largest population among 12 snow leopard range states. 

There have been similar successes among other species, 
including blue sheep, Himalayan tahr, gaur and gharial. The 
species recovery of rhinos, blackbuck, wild water buffalo in 
their former ranges are other important milestones of our 
conservation journey. 

After KCA, Nepal has added three more protected area 
systems: Gauri-Shankar Conservation Area, Api Nampa 
Conservation Area, Banke National Park–covering 4,632 sq. 
km across two landscapes, Kailash and Chitwan-Annapurna.

These conservation initiatives have placed emphasis on 
ensuring equal benefits to communities promoting a 
harmonious existence between humans and wildlife. The 
community-based conservation initiatives have been critical 
in protecting species as well as ensuring a sustainable future 
for people living in and near wilderness areas.  

While the sudden loss of so many professionals put a dent 
on Nepal’s environmental movement, their legacy has 

A community-based Kangchenjunga Conservation Area 
Management Council (KCAMC) was formed, and entrusted 
with running the KCA with full authority to take care of the 
region’s natural resources. A community-based women’s 
group was also formed and trained, and now has 33% 
representation in KCAMC. 

We can take this as an example of how integrating communities 
into conservation efforts can yield multipronged benefits. To 
date, 35 mother’s groups have provided 206 scholarships to 
socio-economically excluded girls, many of whom have grown 
up to become professionals working at KCA and elsewhere. 

For conservationists, the handover of KCA in 2006 was a 
significant milestone, it also ended up being an unimaginable 
tragedy and setback. Merely 12 hours after celebrating the 
transfer to the community in Taplejung, and soon after 
taking off from Ghunsa, the helicopter carrying Nepal’s 
top conservationists flew into a cliff hidden by cloud. Ever 
since, 23 September has been marked as Nepal’s National 
Conservation Day in memory of these Conservation Heroes.

Chungla Sherpa, a former scholarship recipient and now 
a ranger at the Forest Research and Training Center in 

continued with a new generation of committed specialists 
who were trained and mentored by them. This new crop of 
young conservationists received scholarships established 
in the memory of the pioneers who died 15 years ago. They 
have gone on to do exemplary field work and are now in 
key decision-making positions in Nepal to guide future 
conservation efforts. 

In Kangchenjunga itself, KCA has led by example, presenting 
a strong case for participatory conservation where the local 
community is entrusted with the stewardship of natural 
and culture resources of the region below the world’s third-
highest mountain. 

The concept of participatory conservation has been around 
since mid-1980s after Mingma Sherpa and Chandra Gurung 
first introduced it in the Annapurna Conservation Area 
followed by the Manaslu Conservation Area. Now, KCA has 
gained recognition across Asia as an exemplary model in 
championing this approach. There were a slew of underlying 
factors that laid the basis for KCA’s success–primary 
among them were concrete legal, institutional and financial 
mechanisms.

The KCA project was launched in March 1998 by the 
government in partnership with WWF Nepal to address 
both the livelihood needs of local people and biodiversity 
conservation. In the lead-up to the handover of this protected 
area in 2006, numerous legal and policy instruments were 
put in place, including conservation area management 
regulations and plans. 

Pokhara says, “The Mingma Norbu Sherpa Memorial 
Scholarship had a profound impact on my life. It built my 
future, and I hope that I will be able to follow the footsteps 
of the conservation heroes who made this possible. I hope 
that I can someday give back to others.”

The leaders continue to make a positive impact on Nepal 
and the world long after their departure. We may have lost 
our heroes on that fateful day, but their work has carried on 
through a new generation which was given the opportunity 
for the best conservation education through scholarships 
created in their memory. I feel fortunate and grateful to have 
been one of them. 

Now, we need to pass the torch to yet another generation to 
help preserve our natural heritage, just like our predecessors 
once did. Fifteen years down the line, Nepal has taken great 
strides in conservation despite the tragedy, and despite 
facing multiple challenges since.  

Let us mark this day with a renewed commitment to the 
goals set by our conservation pioneers, so we can overcome 
obstacles that lie ahead as we grapple with the pandemic 
and its aftermath. 

© WWF Nepal

Ever since, 23 September has been marked as Nepal’s National 
Conservation Day in memory of these Conservation Heroes.

The crash site of the 
helicopter at Dungje. 

The rescue team with Ghunsa 
villagers at midnight at an 

elevation of 3288m.
My journal entry from the day 

we reached the crash site.© Tshering Pande Bhote

https://archive.nepalitimes.com/page/go-eat-to-kanchenjunga
https://www.nepalitimes.com/banner/tracing-past-glacial-floods-in-kangchenjunga/
https://www.nepalitimes.com/banner/tracing-past-glacial-floods-in-kangchenjunga/
https://archive.nepalitimes.com/news.php?id=17700
https://archive.nepalitimes.com/news.php?id=17700
https://www.nepalitimes.com/opinion/out-of-the-ashes/
https://archive.nepalitimes.com/news.php?id=18587
https://archive.nepalitimes.com/news.php?id=18587
https://wwf.panda.org/wwf_news/?174861/Conserveation-Heroes-remembered
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SCALING NEW 
HEIGHTS
Breaking Records - Tiger spotted at a record high 
elevation of 3165m in Eastern Nepal
Kanchan Thapa – PhD, Head of Wildlife Programs, WWF Nepal

© Pramod Neupane/WWF Nepal

Tigers have been able to weather the hot, tropical jungles 
of South East Asia; the cold, frozen forests of the Russian 

far east; and the high, rocky altitudes of the Himalayas–this 
encompasses all climatic extremes, and yet, tigers are a 
conservation dependent species and therefore require a safe 
habitat and adequate prey to thrive on. 

Which is why it shouldn’t have been a big surprise when 
Sonam Tashi Lama, a fellow conservationist from Red Panda 
Network called, asking, “What is the eastern most limit for 
tiger distribution in Nepal?”. 

Without an ounce of hesitation, the gentle yet blunt response 
was, “Bagmati river in the east of Terai Arc Landscape”. 

On hearing this and unable to hold his excitement any 
longer, Sonam blurted out “We’ve found a tiger in Ilam”. 

Even though evidence proves that forest habitats across 
mountain regions can serve as climate refugia, this finding; 
if proven true, would be the first evidence of the species in 
this region, while also breaking the previously held record of 
tigers at ~2500m in Western Nepal; set in early 2020. 

“Are you sure? It must be a leopard”, was the incredulous 
response, as leopards are often typified as tigers by locals in 
the mountain areas. 

The voice at the other end was insistent, “It’s a tiger, we 
have camera trap footage of it !” 

As part of the conservation fraternity, we were ecstatic 
to hear the news. We’d been as thrilled when Nepal first 
qualified as a site for high altitude tigers in April 2020; 
with the discovery of a wild tiger at ~2,500m in the forested 
mountains of Dadeldhura, Far-Western Nepal. On the other 
side of the continuum, a tiger’s presence at 3,165m would 
mark the highest altitudinal presence for tigers in Nepal–250 
km away from Nepal’s known and eastern most limit for 
tigers–thereby marking the Kangchenjunga Landscape as 
the land of the tiger!

A tiger’s presence at 3,165m would 
mark the highest altitudinal presence 

for tigers in Nepal–250 km away 
from Nepal’s known and eastern 

most limit for tigers.

https://www.jstor.org/stable/24906779?seq=1
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It turned out that the tiger had been camera trapped as 
bycatch data through one of Red Panda Network’s twenty 
camera traps set in the area, to monitor movements of ten 
wild red pandas equipped with GPS-satellite collars. This 
tiger sighting would bring the total number of cat species 
in the Kangchenjunga Landscape to eight–including the 
leopard, clouded leopard, snow leopard, Asiatic golden cat, 
leopard cat, jungle cat, and marbled cat.

The origins of the tiger at 3165m in Ilam, points to existing 
habitat linkages between Nepal, India and Bhutan–for 
instance the Dooars Valley and Neora Valley in West Bengal, 
India and the Kyongnosla Alpine Sanctuary in Sikkim, 
bordering Torsa in Bhutan. This male tiger was recorded 
at 3,571m in the northeast section of Kyongnosla Alpine 
Sanctuary in Sikkim in 2019—a year prior to it being spotted 
in Ilam. Furthermore, the capture of a male tiger at ~3200m 
in northern Sikkim, India adds further plausibility to this, 
as it indicates the same habitat range; with Sikkim, India 
bordering Ilam, Nepal on its eastern front. Meanwhile, tigers 
have also been recorded in Bhutan at 4100 m.

While previous studies have explored mountain range and 
alpine forest habitats as extant habitats for threatened wildlife 
species; including tigers, this finding provides much needed 
impetus in mapping out potential high elevation habitats 
for tigers. For instance, recently published studies highlight 
habitat occupancy of red panda in the country; including 
the eastern range, and demonstrates the importance of the 
Kangchenjunga Landscape that provides connectivity to 
Singalila National Park in India. This also makes the case 
for strengthened transboundary tiger conservation efforts 
to support the persistence and genetic diversity of wild tiger 
populations facilitated by habitat connectivity between 
Nepal, India and Bhutan. 

“Tigers are on the move, and we need to 
prepare for the conservation challenges 
and opportunities this brings. This 
discovery of another high-altitude 
tiger in Nepal, highlights the need to 
map all potential tiger habitats along 
the northern mountain range of South 
Asia in what is a new frontier for tiger 
conservation”, says Stuart Chapman, 
Tigers Alive Initiative Lead at WWF.

There could be many reasons for the tiger’s probable 
dispersal towards higher elevations. For instance, human 
wildlife conflict or poaching pressures could force them to 
move away, climatic shifts could encourage them to move 
north, or it could be a solitary male looking for new territory, 
or simply passing through a contiguous habitat range. What 
is certain is their presence and role as an apex predator in 
the ecosystem. 

Relatively limited studies on tigers currently exist in the eastern 
landscape in Nepal which restricts the establishment of a clear 
nexus between climate change and the upward movement of 
tigers. This finding highlights the need for further research 
to determine tiger metapopulation structures and dispersal 
patterns in the eastern complex. Present records however do 
provide evidence in regard to conducive habitat conditions for 
tigers at higher elevations as evidenced by a 2016 study, which 
proves that forest habitats across the mountains in Nepal can 
serve as climate refugia. 

Since tigers are a conservation dependent species, proactive 
actions are imperative to secure the protection of tigers 
through monitoring of prey base/movements and sensitizing 
local communities and local government officials on the 
realities of living with tigers. 

“These records provide a unique 
opportunity to proactively manage 
potential future tiger habitats to save 
the species in such high elevations, but 
also brings in undeniable challenges. 
Transboundary collaboration becomes 
an inevitable part of the conservation 
initiatives across the borders”, says 
Shiv Raj Bhatta, Conservation Program 
Director.

With the sixth mass extinction of wildlife looming above 
our heads, conservation of the species at this junction is 
critical. The high-altitude tiger record in Nepal has been 
an important record, as it provides further impetus to 
conservation fraternities. However, it also leaves many 
questions unanswered with regard to its place of origin, 
transboundary dispersal and density. 

© Stuart Chaptman/WWF

©DoFSC/Red Panda Network

©DoFSC/Red Panda Network

©DoFSC/Red Panda Network

https://www.redpandanetwork.org/2020/12/11/press-release-tiger-photographed-for-first-time-in-nepal-red-panda-habitat/
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0243450
https://www.jstor.org/stable/24906779?seq=1
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While natural disasters are written into the history 
and name of this village, communities are forging a 

new identity for their home.

©WWF Nepal/Rocky Prajapati

For Pahirebesi, natural disasters are written into its history 
as well as its name. The scenic village perched on the 

foothills of Rasuwa, along the banks of the mighty Trishuli 
river, gets its name from the Nepali word ‘pahiro’ meaning 
landslide. Every monsoon season, villagers are confronted 
with persistent twin threats: above, increasing rains trigger 
the loose soil to come crashing down on the village and down 
below, river levels rise, increasing the probability of floods.

The pattern of disaster and recovery are routine for villagers 
like Gyanu Thapa who relocated to the village about 25 
years ago. But not even once during this time had this 
annual recurrence cost her loved ones. Five monsoons ago 
– as communities were just dusting off the tragic vestiges of 
the 2015 earthquake – hours of incessant rainfall triggered 
a landslide right above Gyanu Thapa’s house. Four family 
members were buried under the rubble that night, including 
her uncle, Dharma Bahadur Thapa Magar.

A series of unfortunate events led to this tragic occurrence.

Having lost his house in the 2015 earthquake, Dharma had 
moved into a newly built house close to Gyanu’s, only a 
day before the incident. What should have been a night of 
celebration shortly turned disastrous.

“There was a booming noise, and the 
next thing we knew, the village was 
awash with mud and rocks,” recalls 
Gyanu. “It was difficult to comprehend 
what had happened. We were expecting 
water to enter the houses but instead the 
land moved,” she adds.
Amidst chaos and loss, there was also certainty. The next 
morning, villagers headed towards what they thought was 
the culprit: a slope destabilized by the earthquake. Though 
the area had been stabilized using bioengineering techniques 

WHEN THE MOUNTAINS 
TREMBLED
Shayasta Tuladhar, Head - Communications and Education and Leena Dahal, Communications Officer
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with support from the National Park and Buffer Zone 
Support Program, locals were doubtful of its effectiveness 
given the regularity of landslides in the region. It was at this 
moment that Gyanu realized the significance of disaster risk 
reduction measures. Not a single stone on the slope was out 
of place. But nature had found its way elsewhere.

With this newfound assurance, Gyanu, supported by other 
women, led the initiative to stabilize other landslide-prone 
slopes in the village. The bioengineering methods they 
applied following a short training included a combination 
of constructing minor structures built of timber and rocks 
supplemented by tree and shrub plantation to stabilize 
the slopes.

Their efforts bore fruit when the next disaster struck and 
neither of the bioengineered slopes gave way. Today, Gyanu 
leads a project with six women to replicate these efforts 
elsewhere. The task is far from an easy feat as it takes six 
people three days to complete just a single step. A difficult 
task, but the only one that can save the village when the next 
disaster strikes.

While fear still lingers and Pahirebesi continues to toil with 
the reality of its vulnerability, community ownership over 
bioengineering has paved way for a semblance of stability. 

As for people like Gyanu, they know that next time the 
mountains tremble, they will tremble a little less

©WWF Nepal/Rocky Prajapati

©WWF Nepal/Rocky Prajapati

©WWF Nepal/Rocky Prajapati

©WWF Nepal/Rocky Prajapati

It was at this moment that Gyanu 
realized the significance of disaster 
risk reduction measures. Not a single 
stone on the slope was out of place. But 
nature had found its way elsewhere.
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THE DIARY OF A SNOW 
LEOPARD RESEARCHER
Sheren Shrestha, Manager, Wildlife Programs

With 15 years of experience working in India and Nepal to protect key 
wildlife, Sheren Shrestha’s conservation diaries are filled with memorable 

entries. But pages from November 2019 especially stand out. As a team 
member on the Government of Nepal-led mission to satellite collar two 
snow leopards in Nepal’s Western Himalayan Landscape, a relatively 

understudied habitat with a high density of snow leopards, he had plenty 
to write about.

FIRST DAY JITTERS 
Heading to Dunai, 2,000m

This expedition would mark my third trip to Shey 
Phoksundo National Park (SPNP), Nepal’s largest 

trans-Himalayan national park. Each of my previous treks 
across this extraordinary terrain has presented something 
memorable—some good, some terrible, but all life-changing.

I still didn’t know what excited me most: the prospect of 
seeing snow leopards or being reunited with old friends, 
distanced for too long by some of the harshest terrains. Yet I 
was anxious—for the success of our expedition and our safety 
as we navigated Nepal’s rocky wild west. 

The goal was an ambitious one: to collar two snow leopards 
within just two months of fieldwork. Knowing that we had 
10 months of preparation and planning behind us, with 
‘together possible’ at play in every stage, I had full confidence 
in the team’s capacity. 

But I also knew we needed luck. 

“A SNOW LEOPARD JUMPED US” 
On the way to Rigmo, 2000 masl

“I was returning to my village with my 
animals; a snow leopard jumped us. 
Two mules lost balance and fell into the 
cliff below,” a local passerby shared 
with us.

©WWF Nepal/Rocky Prajapati
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© WWF Nepal/Rocky Prajapati

© DNPWC/WWF Nepal © DNPWC/WWF Nepal

It’s Day 2 of the trek and we’ve already 
encountered a case of human wildlife 
conflict. He was on his way to the 
park headquarters to claim relief for 
livestock loss. 

His case is indicative of what locals in 
this region face on a daily basis. 

Living in close proximity to snow 
leopards, these community members 
are key allies in our effort to protect 
the species, and the same ones who 
pour into our training sessions, eager 
to learn about how to protect what 
others might call ‘the enemy.’ There 
is much to learn from their traditions 
that forbid harm to nature.

But retaliatory killings are an emerging 
threat. I hoped that our current and 
previous investments would continue 
to make a difference in sustainably 
helping communities manage conflict 
through preventive measures, such 
as improved corrals, and mitigative 
measures  l ike  community-run 
Livestock Insurance Schemes. 

We’ve covered ground, but there’s still 
a long way to go towards sustainability.

LOSING SIGNALS, GAINING 
SIGNS 
Leaving Rigmo, 3,611 masl

Before we move onwards from Rigmo, 
a settlement on the southern side of 
Phoksundo Lake, one of the highest 
altitude freshwater lakes in the world, 
we meet with some team members for 
another element of our expedition. 

More than 300 automated camera 
traps are being placed on a 4500 sq km 
grid across the national park and its 
buffer zones to conduct a snow leopard 
population estimation. 

Efforts for this survey have been 
going on for months, with Gopal–

the Assistant Conservation Officer of 
SPNP, leading field coordination, and 
Samundra—Research Officer of WWF, 
leading research design preparation.

An eager group of young conservationists 
and citizen scientists,  who help 
coordinate this massive undertaking, 
have been hard at work managing 
logistics, equipment and food supplies, 
while undergoing training on snow 
leopard monitoring. 

As we trek from Rigmo towards our first 
camp—Sallaghari, we lose more and 
more of our human comforts—no contact 
with the outside world, except through 
satellite phones, no electricity, except 
portable power generators, and no 
settlements, until we reach Shey Gumba. 

We are struck by an abundance of snow 
leopard markings. While distracted by 
every confirmation of their existence–
pugmarks, scrapes, and scat—some of us 
lose our bearings and take a wrong turn.

Hard lesson learned: eyes 
on the road, not on the 
snow leopard droppings. 

CATCHING FIRST SIGHT 
On the way to High Camp

From Sallghari camp, while on our ascent 
to High Camp–our next campsite–we 
stop by a familiar path. 

I had my first extremely rare sighting of a 
wild snow leopard here in 2018.  

I was buried in conversation with a 
senior game scout about their equipment 
and other needs, when Choeki, a female 
citizen scientist, called out, “Hiun 
Chituwa! Hiun Chituwa!” (Snow 
leopard! Snow leopard!)

https://www.wwfnepal.org/media_room/publications/?uNewsID=340154
https://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-37718226
https://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-37718226
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It didn’t register, until Tshiring, my former colleague and 
good friend, specifically pointed me in the animal’s direction. 
Even with a finger in its direction, it took me some time to 
locate it.

I always believed we couldn’t achieve 
conservation goals without local 
community support, and here I had a 
proof: When it comes to knowledge of the 
terrain, locals are unmatched experts.

REMEMBERING A FRIEND
Leaving High Camp, on the way to Shey Gumba, 4600 
masl

After many failed attempts to unfreeze our coffee, we set 
forth on our last stretch. 

At Nhara—La pass, 5300 masl, we were surrounded by rocky 
mountain peaks and sprawling river valleys. I remember the 
cold winds threatening to tear away the prayer flags, urging 
us to descend to the safety of lower altitudes. The scene was 
inspiring and frightening all at once. 

After the descent from the pass, it was difficult to get through 
the final few kilometers to Shey Gumba without tears. 

We lost a friend to high altitude sickness 
when we trekked to Shey Gumba a year 
ago. I decided to walk alone as emotions 
overwhelmed me. By the time I reached 
the monastery, I had calmed myself: my 
highest respect to his memory would 
be to continue the work that brought us 
together. 

At Shey Gumba, we met more citizen scientists; most 
would be deputed for camera trap surveys, while some 
would join us in the collaring expedition. More training, 
more logistical arrangements, more discussions took place 

before two teams were dispatched in different directions 
for camera trap placement.

SMELLS LIKE TEAM SPIRIT 
Leaving Shey Gumba, reaching Samling Gumba, 4,300 
masl 

By morning, as we left Shey Gumba and approached our 
base camp for the expedition, my colleague Samundra 
was on full-drive, observing snow leopard signs, reviewing 
snow leopard movement based on camera trap images, and 
mentally tracing the landscape. 

As we made the last descent to the camp, located in Samling 
Gumba, a site dating back eight centuries, the only feeling I 
remember was relief: After nearly ten days afoot, I had the 
luxury of not walking the next day. 

MAKE A WISH 
Samling Gumba, 4300 masl

Over the next three weeks, the team went through a roller-
coaster of emotions–hope and disappointment intermingled 
with stretches of boredom, as we waited on stand-by for our 
subject animals. 

A string of rare events unfolded while waiting. We celebrated 
the Walchu festival, a rare event held after more than a 
decade, with over 300 people expected in attendance. Many 
of us witnessed our first ever ‘satellite constellation.’ I also 
experienced my first clear shooting star sighting, and of 
course, I wished for the success of the expedition.

This time was also an opportunity to learn from community 
members. Some conversations particularly stuck with me—
like the one I had with Sherab Tenzin Lama, the monastery’s 
Head Monk and an Amchi (traditional healer). I was keen 
to identify opportunities and understand challenges in 
bringing this tradition to modern conservation, to which he 
responded.

“Our ways have always been 
sustainable; for instance, collection of 
herbs is done in a manner to ensure 
availability in the future.” 

© WWF Nepal/Rocky Prajapati

© WWF Nepal/Rocky Prajapati
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FACE TO FACE WITH THE 
MOUNTAIN GHOST
Charkarbo, 4171 masl 

It’s Day 16 and the camp finally erupted 
in cheers of “Hiun Chituwa!” (Snow 
Leopard!) 

A snow leopard was caught and as 
fate would have it, it was in one of 
the farthest trap sites. The entire 
expedition team hastily left the camp 
to its location.

That’s when we came face-to-face with 
Zeborong, a young male who would 
become Nepal’s fifth satellite collared 
snow leopard. 

We were prepared for this. The 
veterinary team sedated the animal 
and within an hour or so, he was 
examined, body measurements were 
recorded, and collared. 

After Zeborong was revived from 
sedation, we waited until he found  a 
safe hiding before heading back. The 
journey to the trap site had been largely 
down-hill; the return, although mostly 
uphill, felt a lot easier. 

A SURPRISE
Ngyong, 3885 masl

Two days later, another snow leopard. 

This time, it was closer, but still one of 
the furthest traps. The entire operation 
was repeated and Samling, the older 
male, was collared and released. 

We waited in the base camp for two 
nights, until the satellite uplink was 
established, and then began our 
journey back. 

And just like that, our expedition came 
to an end.

While the sample size is relatively small to generalize, every 
data point—a finite resource in snow leopard conservation—
has provided valuable implications for management, with 
insights on their territories, ranging behavior, resource 
selection, etc.

A LOSS AND A REMINDER
Kathmandu, 1400 masl

For the next six months, the collars gave us some crucial insight into the lives of these 
predators. But then the data stopped. 

On 3 May 2020, Zeborong’s collar emitted a mortality signal. Subsequent inquiries 
confirmed his unfortunate death. Investigations indicated the possibility of a 
retaliatory killing after a livestock attack, highlighting the realities of the challenges 
we are yet to overcome in saving the species. 

While such losses are tragic, they reaffirm our sense of commitment to work closely 
with communities; it has never been more important to secure their livelihoods 
while working as allies to save snow leopards. 

The Government of Nepal (GoN)-led satellite telemetry mission was advanced by a diverse team of partners: two senior members of the Department of 
National Parks and Wildlife Conservation (DNPWC), veterinary members of National Trust for Nature Conservation (NTNC), SPNP staff, local citizen 
scientists, and WWF staff members. Since 2013, the Government of Nepal has collared six snow leopards. The data has helped conservationists better 

understand the species and take proactive measures in their conversation.

© DNPWC/WWF Nepal

And so we must continue working closely to better 
understand snow leopards, their prey, habitat and 
their interactions with people; to help manage conflicts 
while saving snow leopards and securing community 
livelihoods; to improve protection, enhance awareness 
and create local conservation leaders — all driven with 
the prime WWF belief that it will all be possible, together. 
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WILDLIFE FRIENDLY 
HIGHWAYS
Supplementing conservation gains

Pramod Neupane, Program Manager - Infrastructure, WWF Nepal

©Pramod Neupane/WWF Nepal

On 02 January 2021, news of an adult tigress struck by a 
vehicle on Mahendra Highway spiraled rapidly on social 

media. The incident occurred shortly after a middle-aged 
woman on board a motorcycle with her son was attacked by 
a tiger in the Mahendra Highway. While cases of human tiger 
conflict are on the rise, there is no single measure to reduce 
conflict at the forefront, rather a series of collective efforts are 
required from multiple stakeholders–highway authorities, road 
security personnel, highway users, communities and more. 

As of May 2021, Nepal reported three tiger deaths claimed by 
Vehicular Wildlife Collisions (VWC). The first case of a tiger 
killed by a speeding bus was reported on 21st December 2016, 
followed by a second case on 11th January 2019. While the 
tiger in the first accident died instantly, the latter survived for 
13 months and eventually died following a difficult attempt 
at recovery with multiple body parts completely broken. 

VEHICLE WILDLIFE COLLISIONS
According to the National Tiger Census in 2018, Parsa 
National Park hosts 18 of 235 tigers in Nepal, which is a 
four-fold increase from 2009, bringing tiger populations in 
the Chitwan-Parsa complex to a staggering 111 individual 
tigers. Likewise, tiger recovery in other tiger bearing parks 
across Nepal have also shown encouraging results with a 
five-fold increase in tiger numbers in Bardia. Meanwhile, 
the statistics for other species are grimmer for ungulate 
species such as deer. In FY19 alone, 29 deer, 24 wild boars 
and 22 monkeys were identified as roadkill. Furthermore, 
with the planned upgradation of highways from the existing 
two-lane standards along the Pathlaiya-Hetauda, Hetauda-
Narayanghat and Narayanghat-Butwal sections of Mahendra 
Highway, Vehicular Wildlife Collisions are only expected to 
further grow as these highway sections cross through Parsa 
National Park, Barandabhar corridor and buffer zones of 
Chitwan National Park. 
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In FY 2020 alone, 108 wildlife deaths were recorded; including 
tigers, leopards, deer, wild boar and other species, in cases of 
Vehicle Wildlife Collisions across major highways of Nepal 
(Mahendra Highway, Ratna Highway and Postal Highway) 
that cut through protected area systems. Meanwhile, many 
more wildlife deaths go unrecorded beyond protected 
areas. Such incidents usually take place during the winter 
seasons, when weather conditions are misty and visibility 
low, thereby increasing the likelihood of Vehicle Wildlife 
Collisions. A record of wildlife deaths depicted in the graph 
below is indicative of an increasing trend of unnatural deaths 
of wildlife where roadkills contribute to almost 20% - 40% 
of total deaths in the last four years. The decreasing trend 
of roadkills in 2020 can be attributed to reduced flow of 
vehicles due to COVID-19 restrictions. 

Conservation interventions have really paid off in Nepal 
with good growth of wildlife within parks and in their buffer 
zones. Vehicle Wildlife Collisions however are also on the 
rise as an increasing number of highways fragment wildlife 
habitats and corridors. With Nepal’s dependence on vehicles 
and highways for transportation, and the increasing trend 
of vehicular movement, wildlife crossing highways are the 
unfortunate victims of this trend. Despite the high threat 
of Vehicle Wildlife Collisions in critical wildlife hotspots, 
speed calming measures in highways in the short term and 
wildlife friendly infrastructure in the long term are necessary 
interventions to manage the challenge.

WILDLIFE FRIENDLY INTERVENTIONS
VWC poses threats not only to wildlife, but also impacts the 
health, safety and economy of vehicle owners, drivers and 
passengers. VWCs have claimed human lives, led to serious 
injuries of drivers and passengers and impacted livelihood 
of transportation dependent communities. In an effort to 
curb further such cases, the Government of Nepal has been 

proximity to wildlife flow. The Postal Highway Directorate is 
currently planning to integrate a dedicated wildlife crossing 
structure along 556 metres of critical wildlife crossing zones 
within a 2 km long Khata forest corridor fragmented by the 
Postal Highway. Such wildlife crossing structures could be 
successful in reducing Vehicle Wildlife Collisions related 
incidents in the region as they will provide safe passages for 
wildlife to roam across the fragmented habitats. 

POLICY AND ADVOCACY
Meanwhile, the Government of Nepal, under the leadership 
of Ministry of Forests and Environment is also currently 
in the final stage of endorsing its “Wildlife Friendly Linear 
Infrastructure Guideline” which prioritizes wildlife dispersal 
in developmental planning as well as implementation. 
Forging a harmonious relationship between human and 
wildlife is critical for the survival of both species. If Nepal 
is to uplift its country status to a middle-income country by 
2030, it needs to ensure that infrastructure and conservation 
go hand in hand. As the nation draws towards achieving its 

advancing efforts to integrate innovative wildlife crossing 
structures across highway crossing through critical forest 
patches, wildlife hotspots and wildlife corridors with the aim 
of reducing VWC incidents. One intervention introduced in 
a critical wildlife hotspot area is in the Mahendra Highway 
crossing through Bardia National Park, where a timecard 
system was introduced to check vehicular speed. The 
intervention has proven beneficial reducing scale of Vehicle 
Wildlife Collisions by 50%, since its introduction in 2017. 

Meanwhile, the Department of Roads is currently implementing 
plans to incorporate 55 small to large size wildlife crossing 
structures; primarily underpasses, at critical locations along 
the Narayanghat-Butwal section of Mahendra Highway. These 
interventions aim to minimize probability of wildlife deaths 
from Vehicle Wildlife Collisions. Additionally, the Department 
of Roads has also prioritized detailed biodiversity assessments 
in environmental studies for upgradation of various highway 
sections. Plans to incorporate wildlife friendly crossing 
structures in two critical forest patches of Barandabhar forest 
corridor in Chitwan and Aadhabhar section in Parsa National 
Park are also in the pipeline, providing hope for improved 
connectivity for safe wildlife dispersal. 

Linear infrastructure, which fragment important biological 
areas (wildlife hotspots and corridors) have a direct relation 
to increased human wildlife conflicts. When wildlife using 
a certain perimeter for crossing are obstructed by vehicular 
movement, they often get deflected to nearby settlement 
areas; especially evident in critical wildlife corridors–Khata, 
Mohana and Basanta. In FY 21 alone, 10 incidents of human 
deaths resulting from tiger conflicts have been reported in 
the vicinity of Bardia National Park, Khata and Basanta 
corridor. 

Maintaining a safe wildlife corridor by integrating wildlife 
friendly crossing zones inbuilt in linear infrastructures, 
wherever required, is the most sustainable and effective 
solution to ensure co-existence between human and wildlife; 
particularly in areas where human settlements are in close 
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targets to double tigers, it is important now more than ever, 
to address the challenges posed by linear infrastructure to 
sustain viable wildlife populations within protected areas 
and beyond. 

With tigers having been recorded as high as 2500m and 
3165m in Dadeldhura and Ilam respectively, this is indicative 
of the need for habitat connectivity for wildlife dispersal, 
particularly between the East-West and North-South of the 
country. The integration of wildlife friendly infrastructure 
across highway will be play a crucial role moving ahead, 
particularly as the country gears up to meet development 
demands. With areas planned for infrastructure development 
coinciding with key conservation landscapes; for instance in 
the Terai, it is critical that wildlife friendly infrastructure 
development is recognized as a major agenda nationally. 
The government’s priority for conservation, supplemented 
by developmental strategies could showcase a model to the 
rest of the world where a biodiverse country could achieve 
success both in achieving developmental and conservation 
needs without losing its rich resources.

With tigers having been recorded as high as 2500m and 3165m in 
Dadeldhura and Ilam respectively, this is indicative of the need for habitat 
connectivity for wildlife dispersal, particularly between the East-West and 

North-South of the country. 
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WHAT DOES NATURE CONSERVATION MEAN 
TO YOU?  

In Buddhist practice, we believe that our physical body is 
governed by five core external elements—earth, water, 

fire, air, and space. When the balance between these 
external elements is disrupted, the effect becomes evident 
in the physical body. Similarly, a fine balance can only be 
maintained if we respect and appreciate nature. We humans 
are intelligent, but we have exercised our intelligence to a point 
where we are damaging the natural functionality of our planet, 
falsely believing that we can take charge of and use everything. 
However, the COVID-19 pandemic is a stark reminder that 
we are not above nature and we do not govern the natural 
elements. When we breathe, we never really think of the air 
right? It is only when we find ourselves in a suffocated space, 
that we become aware about the damage and pollution we 
have inflicted on our surroundings. However, it is important 
to be constantly conscious and cautious about our actions 
and the impact we are making on the planet, the basis of our 
existence.

 

WHAT ENCOURAGED YOU TO JOIN HANDS WITH 
WWF NEPAL? 
We are all bearing the brunt of being ignorant towards 
nature—intense forest fires, floods, droughts, diseases 
previously unheard of, you just need to name it, and all of 
it has become a living reality. All of these are signs of our 
broken relationship with nature. If we want good health for 
us and for our family, it is imperative to work collectively 
towards protecting the environment. I was confident that 
joining WWF Nepal would provide me with a platform to 
contribute towards this collective goal of conserving nature 
and addressing some of the biggest threats facing the 
diversity of life on earth. I was also absolutely inspired by 

CONSERVATION 
CONVERSATIONS
In conversation with the Venerable Ani Choying Drolma, WWF Nepal 
Goodwill Ambassador
Interviewed by Ghana S. Gurung, PhD. Country Representative, WWF Nepal

We are all bearing the brunt of being ignorant towards 
nature—intense forest fires, floods, droughts, diseases 

previously unheard of, you just need to name it, and all 
of it has become a living reality. All of these are signs of 

our broken relationship with nature. 
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the dedication and passion of people working 
for WWF such as Dr. Ghana Shyam Gurung 
himself—one of the reasons why I chose to 
join hands with WWF Nepal. 

YOU HAVE HELD THE POSITION 
OF WWF NEPAL’S GOODWILL 
AMBASSADOR FOR SIX MONTHS 
NOW; HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT 
YOUR ROLE?

Collective efforts are always larger and more 
impactful than individual efforts. Joining 
WWF Nepal as the goodwill ambassador has 
provided me with an opportunity to become 
a part of a collective effort towards building 
a safer and resilient future, nationally and 
globally. I feel like I am in action now. Let’s 
say, I wanted to head towards a certain 
destination, and WWF Nepal has provided me 
with a vehicle to reach the destination. 

DO YOU SEE ANY CONNECTION 
BETWEEN SPIRITUALITY AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION? 
We live on a shared planet. If we really 
care about ourselves,  we must care 
about nature. The interdependence and 
interconnectedness among all beings and 
their physical environment is too strong to 
ignore. Both good deeds and bad deeds can 
multiply exponentially. Just a case in point, 
the COVID-19 virus started from one country 
and look how quickly it has spread around the 
world and impacted our lives. It is important 
for everyone to be conscious about their 
actions and use their voices to bring about 
much-needed change. As Buddhists, we 
believe that if you hurt someone, you will also 
be hurting yourself. Similar principles apply 
in our relationship with nature. What we do 
to nature, we do to ourselves. 

WHERE SHOULD CHANGE START FROM? 
Change begins at home. A child's parents or guardians are the first role 
models they are exposed to, and as such their childhood habits and beliefs 
shape the person they become. It's generally a good practice to ensure 
quality time in nature for children as it acts as a stimulus to boost brain 
development. Spending time in nature, be it through gardening or walks, 
also teaches a child to nurture, which in turn inculcates values of patience, 
growth, and perseverance. This works best when children are younger, 
and their personalities can still be molded. Can you imagine what a world 

we would have, if all children were taught to plant, grow and 
nurture? 

WHAT IS ONE THING THAT PEOPLE CAN START 
RIGHT AWAY TO BE ENVIRONMENTALLY 
RESPONSIBLE? 
The best exercise is to look inside and introspect. When I was a 
child, I somehow ignorantly smashed some ants. My mother, 
having witnessed this, came over and pinched me on my arm. 
That was very painful. When I winced, my mum told me “See 
how painful a pinch was for you, just imagine how hurtful it 
must have been for those ants when you smashed them.” I 

have held this incident very close to my heart and therefore 
keep reiterating the importance of empathizing with all living 
beings we share this planet with. 

Joining WWF Nepal as the goodwill 
ambassador has provided me with 
an opportunity to become a part of a 
collective effort towards building a safer 
and resilient future, nationally and 
globally.

 ©WWF Nepal
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HOT OFF THE PRESS
CONNECTING CORRIDORS - TERAI ARC LANDSCAPE
Wildlife dispersal from one forested area to another is crucial for gene flow 
and maintaining genetic diversity. Unfortunately, growing urbanization and 
development across landscapes has led to the fragmentation of forested wildlife 
habitats and, today, these patches of forests are primarily contained within protected 
areas. Corridors, which include defined forested areas intermixed with grasslands 
and wetlands, provide connectivity between protected areas and are integral for 
easy dispersal of wildlife populations in conservation landscapes. This publication 
foregrounds the many interventions, achievements, challenges, and setbacks 
faced in Nepal’s journey towards restoring these critical corridors in the Terai Arc 
Landscape.

ADVENTURES OF SHAKTI AND HER THREE CUBS
Inspired by true events, “The Adventures of Shakti and Her Three Cubs” is a fictional 
story, about a day in the life of a tigress. This story book has been developed for 
children (6-10 years), using vibrant illustrations and simple storytelling. According 
to the 2018 Tiger Census, Nepal is home to 235 wild tigers, which is an upward 
trajectory for the conservation of the species. However, tigers are still threatened by 
illegal activities such as poaching, infrastructure development and habitat decline. 
This book aims to highlight the plight of the tiger and increase awareness about the 
need to conserve the species.

GHOST IN THE MOUNTAIN
‘Ghost in the Mountain’ is a fictional story about a night in the life of Ladipma and 
Menkhu – two young wildlife enthusiasts scrambling to save a snow leopard cub 
from an immediate threat in the form of Gong Po, a half demon-half man who 
has a bone to pick with the snow leopards. This story book has been developed 
for children (6 - 10 years) using fiction to depict real life conservation challenges. 
Nepal's telemetry studies show increasing threats to the snow leopard's habitat 
and survival. Through simple storytelling and gamified lessons, this book conveys 
the need for awareness on mountain species by creating young conservation 
champions such as Ladipma and Menkhu! Read on as the girls defy all odds to 
protect God’s pets in the Himalayas.

Find these informative publications on WWF Nepal's website
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HARIYO BAN PROGRAM II - FINAL TECHNICAL REPORT 
This is the final report of the second phase of the Hariyo Ban Program. “Hariyo Ban” 
means “green forests” in Nepali, and was a United States Agency for International 
Development (USAID)-funded initiative implemented by a consortium comprising 
World Wildlife Fund (WWF) (lead organization), Cooperative for Assistance and 
Relief Everywhere (CARE), National Trust for Nature Conservation (NTNC), and 
the Federation of Community Forestry Users Nepal (FECOFUN). The first phase of 
the Program (Hariyo Ban I) ran from 2011 to 2016, and the second phase (Hariyo 
Ban II) from 2016 to 2021.

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS – KARNALI CORRIDOR
Acknowledging the significant conservation value of the Karnali corridor, the 
Department of Forests and Soil Conservation under the Ministry of Forests and 
Environment and WWF Nepal jointly initiated the “Communities in Transformation: 
Building Resilient Communities in Western TAL” project in 2018. Building on various 
past investments, the project contributed towards landscape level conservation 
priorities of the Government of Nepal by maintaining river corridor connectivity 
and building climate resilient communities and ecosystems. This brochure captures 
key achievements of the project along with major highlights, challenges, lessons 
learned and way forward.

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS – TINJURE MILKE JALJALE COMPLEX
The Department of Forests and Soil Conservation under the Ministry of Forests and 
Environment supported by WWF Nepal, initiated the “Communities in Conserving 
Tinjure-Milke-Jaljale Complex” project in 2018. Contributing to the Government of 
Nepal’s conservation priorities, the project focused on strengthening the integrity of 
forest ecosystems by conserving natural resources while safeguarding livelihoods of 
Indigenous People and Local Communities (IPLCs). This brochure outlines the key 
achievements and progress made during the project implementation period along 
with lessons learned and recommendations for future expansion.
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VIDEO FEATURES
GUARDIANS OF THE HIMALAYAS II
Guardians of the Himalayas II is inspired by the true story of Nepal's first and 
fourth radio collared snow leopards, Yalung and Lapchhemba. The video follows 
a sub adult, male snow leopard on his first transboundary journey in search of a 
territory and a mate. We follow him around as he battles snowstorms, jagged cliffs 
and some much bigger snow leopards! Watch the video to find out if he finds his 
territory and true companionship!

COUNTING RHINOS
Every five years, Nepal takes up the immense task of counting its rhinos, to monitor 
their status in the wild. Ever wondered how intricate and demanding this task can 
get? Steal a peek into this unique journey of counting rhinos through this short 
video.

PIPAL BAJE KO KATHA (TALES OF GRANDPA TREE)
A tree is witness to the changing climate, degrading habitats, and pollution of high 
value rivers. Gather around and listen to Pipal Baje's story of the ever-changing 
environmental and ecological condition of our planet.

GUARDIANS OF GREEN – STORIES OF CHANGE 
Transcending Boundaries for Tiger Recovery in the Chitwan-Parsa-Valmiki 
Complex and their buffer zones in the Terai Arc Landscape, this video documents 
the changes across the KFW-funded interventions of transboundary protection, 
habitat management, and human wildlife conflict, through the stories of three 
community leaders—Laxman Ray, Shanti Thapa and Bhim Bahadur Pakhrin. 

EARTH HOUR NEPAL 2021 – VIRTUAL SPOTLIGHT
This flagship outreach video by WWF Nepal Goodwill Ambassador Venerable Ani 
Choying Drolma, launched on the occasion of Earth Hour Nepal 2021 highlights 
the nexus between loss of life during the pandemic and the broken relationship 
between humans and nature, and encourages youth to speak up, and act for nature.

Find these videos on WWF Nepal's YouTube page
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 THE AROMATIC GUARDIANS OF PHEWA LAKE
With support and encouragement from USAID's Hariyo Ban Program, communities 
from Adhikari Danda & Panchase in the upper catchment of Phewa Watershed 
switched to Coffee and Cardamom farming. This simple measure has proven to 
be not just about another cup of Coffee or the aroma, but a ray of hope for Phewa 
and its People.

GUARDIANS OF THE HIMALAYAS 
With the planet’s ice vanishing every year due to climate change, the snow 
leopard’s habitat is melting away into rivers and tributaries. This video intends on 
strengthening the connection between humans, wildlife, and our shared planet. 
This video is curated for schools as an educational resource.

ENCOUNTERING THE ELUSIVE
In November 2019, the Government of Nepal, conservation partners, and 
community members set out to satellite collar two snow leopards for the first time 
in the Western Himalayan Landscape. Here’s what it took. 

DOLPA DIARIES – TRACKING THE MOUNTAIN GHOST
The Western Himalayan Landscape is believed to hold high densities of snow 
leopards but it is also among the least studied regions. In November 2019, the 
Government of Nepal, conservation partners, and community members set out 
to change that. Their goal was Nepal's most ambitious one yet: satellite collar two 
snow leopards within one month of field. Find out if they were successful.

A LOVE LETTER TO THE GHOST OF THE MOUNTAINS 
The air might be cold and the terrain harsh, but Sheren's love for the snow leopard 
beats all the odds. Braving the cold mountains and high altitudes, Sheren Shrestha 
from WWF Nepal penned this love letter to the one hidden in the snow during his 
first snow leopard expedition to Kanchenjunga. This video was filmed during his 
second expedition to Dolpa.

GREEN LUMBINI INITIATIVE
WWF Nepal in collaboration with the Lumbini Development Trust and 
International Crane Foundation, has been working to conserve Sarus Cranes in 
Nepal and protect their wetland habitats in Lumbini’s Crane Sanctuary. Here’s a 
sneak peak into what that work has entailed.


